Kadant brand doctoring products have been a market leader in doctoring technologies for over 60 years. During that time, our doctor assemblies and diverse family of carbon fiber, composite, and metal doctor blades have earned the reputation for superior precision, efficiency, and reliability. Our field engineers are highly trained to identify machine doctoring problems and provide cost effective solutions to increase efficiency and productivity.

**Overview**

**Features**
- Self-conforming, uni-directional carbon fiber top plate
- Increased flexibility
- No need to adjust with profiling screws
- UniTrak™ doctor holder system feature available
- Open finger design for cleanliness

**Benefits**
- Easy retrofit installations
- Low maintenance costs
- Accepts all doctor blade materials
- Self-profiling provides uniform roll contact

**Applications**
- Breast rolls, felt rolls, dryer cans, calenders, and reel drums
- Easy to install
- Low maintenance